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By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

The
recent
econom
ic downturn has affected
America like no other since
the Great Depression. The
"Great Recession" (which
was recently established to
have been in effect since De
cember 2007) has caused a
collapse in the equity of the
average home, concern over
months of inflated gas prices
and was a major issue in the
recent presidential election.

If college students haven't
felt the squeeze yet, they soon
will.
Students and teachers in
every university across the
state of Georgia, including
Armstrong Atlantic Universi
ty (AASU), will soon be feel
ing the effects of the reces
sion. The Board of Regents,'
which administers all state
colleges throughout Georgia,
has decided that to combat
the effects of the recession,
every school's budget will

Southern Poetry Review
wins national grant
By Luke Farmer
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com

The National Endow
ment for the Arts (NEA)
announced late last month
that the Southern Poetry
Review (SPR) would receive
a $5,000 grant. This news
comes in addition to other
grants SPR has won for the
2008-09 academic year,
including a $1,500 grant
from The Georgia Council
for the Arts and $750 from
the Southern Arts Federa
tion.
The money will be used
for an online database of
past publications of the
journal, which is in its 50th
year of print. The archive
will be free to the public.
Two of SPR's editors, Dr.
Tony Morris and Dr. James
Smith, are Armstrong At
lantic State University
(AASU) English depart
ment faculty, but the jour
nal remains largely inde
pendent of the University.
Morris, the managing
editor and an assistant pro
fessor of English, feels the
grant will allow the journal
to expose more people to
poetry.
"We're honored to be
awarded this grant. The
award will greatly benefit
the art of poetry here in the

South and will serve to
promote and advance the
importance of poetry in
our community," he said.
According to a press
release, SPR also plans
to use the funds to coor
dinate poetry readings
with the Savannah Book
Festival and to publish a
special issue commemo
rating their 50th anni
versary and the past win
ners of SPR's Guy Owen
Award.
Languages, Literature
and Philosophy Depart
ment Head Dr. David
Wheeler expressed his
pleasure at having a jour
nal based at the school
win such a grant.
"It's a feather in the
cap really, for the South
ern Poetry Review and for
Tony and Jim [Smith],"
Wheeler said.
Furthermore, he said it
reflected well on the de
partment as a whole.
"It puts' it on the map.
It's a stamp of approval
from the National Endow
ment of the Arts, which is
the primary arts institu
tion and funding orga
nization in the country.
These grants are not easy
to get by any means, they
feel that the journal is
worthwhile and is worth
supporting."

What is the Southern Poetry Review?
SPR. is the second oldest poetry journal in the region, with its
origins in Florida and subsequent moves to North Carolina and
now Georgia. Continuing the tradition of editorial openness and
response to writers that began with Guy Owen in 1958, SPR
publishes poems from all over the country as well as from abroad
and maintains a worldwide readership. Past issues feature work
from Chana Bloch, Billy Collins, Alice Friman, David Hernandez,
Andrew Hudgins, Maxine Kumin, Heather McHugh, Sue William
Silverman, R. T. Smith, Eric Trethewey, and Cecilia Woloch.
Information taken from spr.armstrong.edu

have to take a cut.
These cuts reach the col
leges in two ways: faculty
members will see a reduction
in the healthcare plans that
come with their jobs, and
some may have to switch to
a new healthcare plan (go
ing from a PPO to an HMO).
As for students, the Board
of Regents has accessed a
new, one-time only $75 at
tendance fee to be paid along
with every student's tuition.
Dr. Russell Watjen, as
sociate vice president for

enrollment management, ex
plained that the cuts in fac
ulty healthcare benefits and
the $75 fee are, in essence, a
last ditch effort on the part of
Georgiai universities to keep
our schools afloat in this tiying time.
"When you live in a house
and your income falls, you ei
ther go into debt or you have
to cut your expenditures, and
the state has chosen the lat
ter," he said.
Watjen also said that the

decision to add the new $75
fee was not made by AASU,
but by the Board of Regents.
"I think a lot of people
think the $75 fee was Arm
strong's decision, but the
Board of Regents set it up,"
he said.
Regarding these new mea
sures of keeping AASU and
Georgia's other universi
ties stable, Watjen feels that
things are probably going to
get worse before they get bet
ter.
"Some faculty will change

their healthcare plan. Stu
dents will start spending
less on luxuries, etc. I might
decide to put off buying that
new shirt, for example, and
that means less money will
be going into the economy,"
Watjen said.
Indeed, ask any econo
mist, and they'll tell you that
that lack of confidence in
the stability of an economy
leads to less spending on the
part of consumers, which in
turn drives a recession even
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Save money on books with
a few clicks of a mouse
Internet research means there's no excuse for paying full price
By Kristen Alonso
Acting Editor-in-Chief
kainkwell@gmail.com

While there isn't much
students can do about the
cost of tu ition or mandatory
fees, there are some areas in
which we can realize big sav
ings if we're willing to do the
• research, and saving money
on required textbooks can
be done without even leaving
the house.
Although sometimes it is
cheaper to buy at the univer
sity bookstore, usually books
there are marked up in order
to recoup the high overhead
costs of running a business.
Individual sellers just want a
fair value for their books and
sometimes undercut others'
online list prices in order
to sell quickly. It only takes
about five minutes per book
to compare the various pric
es and add in shipping posts
to see where you can find the
best savings.
Armstrong Atlantic State
University's (AASU) book
store web site is updated and
user friendly. After entering
in your courses and instruc
tors, a page lists all the books
you need for each class, in
cluding International Stan
dard Book Numbers (ISBNs)
and new and used pripes.
The easiest way to find the
books you need is to search
web sites using that ISBN;
it is specific to each edition
and there's no need to worry
about misspellings. Plus, if
you copy and paste it directly
from the bookstore's web
site, you'll never need to type
it at all.
The most important tip to
remember when shopping
online is to read everything
carefully—not only what's
included with your purchase
(CDs, maps) but also the
feedback listed on most web

sites. If you're in a huriy to
get your book, reading sev
eral comments reporting that
the book took a long time to
arrive could affect your deci
sion to buy from that seller.
Conversely, if you have ex
tra time but want a book in
excellent condition, look for
comments about whether a
seller has ever misrepresent
ed quality,
I've found brand new
books online cheaper than
used books at the bookstore,
so it pays to shop around. If
you plan on joining the on
line ranks of i nternet sellers
at the end of the semester,
remember that while they're
easy to maintain, it's almost
impossible to improve a
book's condition, so start out
with the best quality you can
afford.
I bought six books online
and saved $72.24—8 good
wage for a half hour's work
and almost enough to pay an
unexpected mandatory fee. If
you treat your books well,you
could earn back every penny
or more after five months.
Kristen Alonso sells her used
textbooks online and has bought
books online since Sept. 2007.

What is an ISBN?

• Enter your courses at storefront.armstrong.edu and get the
ISBNs for textbooks. Write down the used prices for the books
you need.
• Check out the student forums at Pirates' Cove first to see if stu
dents are selling any books. If you can find your books there or
at craigslist.org, you'll save on shipping.
• Visit several web sites to find the lowest price, such as amazon.
com or half.com. Campusbooks.com lists the lowest prices on
several web sites, including book rentals for those who don't
want to buy.
• Make sure to factor in shipping costs when calculating the
lowest price.
• Order and enjoy! Remember to keep your books in good con
dition so you can sell them for the best price at the end of the
semester.
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The International Standard
Book Number (ISBN) allows
you to locate the exact book
you need without worrying
about misspelled titles or
outdated editions. Copy and
paste the number during yoi
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Kick the habit
By Pareen Desai
Staff Reporter

In this tough economy,
where millions are unem
ployed, businesses are shut
ting down and homelessness
is increasing, smokers con
tinue to spend approximately
$1,500 a year on their vice.
The amount is for a smok
er who has a one-pack-a-day
habit. Although smoking is
the single most preventable
cause of death in our society,
the U.S government spends
$1.8 billion in direct health
care charges every year on
smoking related illnesses.
One in four adults and one
in five teenagers in the U.S.
are current smokers, and lung
cancer remains the number
one cancer killer among men
and women. More deaths are
caused each year by tobacco
use than by all deaths from
human immunodeficiency vi
rus (HIV), illegal and alcohol
use, motor vehicle injuries,
suicides and murders com
bined.
,
Cigarette smoking ac
counts for at least 30 percent
of all cancer deaths. It is a
major cause of lung, voice
box (larynx), mouth, throat,
bladder and esophageal can
cer and has been linked to
many others.
It is also a major cause of
heart disease, aneurysms,
emphysema and strokes, in
addition to worsening pneu
monia and asthma. In preg
nant women, smoking causes
a host of problems to fetal de
velopment and health.

Tobacco comes in many use and addiction,
There is no single best way
different forms. It can be
taken by smoking, like ciga to quit and quitting for good
rettes and cigars, but orally may mean using several dif
as well, like chewing tobac ferent methods. Some people
co. Cigar smoking may be have been successful by stop
viewed by some as more so ping "cold turkey." For more
phisticated and less danger than 32 years on the third
ous than cigarette smoking. Thursday of November, the
However, one large cigar can day of " The Great American
contain as much tobacco as Smokeout," the American
an entire pack of cigarettes, Cancer Society helps and
and the smoke can fill a room inspires Americans to quit
smoking.
for hours.
Others may need help
If cigar smokers inhale,
nicotine is absorbed through through self-help classes,
the lungs as quickly as it is counseling, toll-free tele
counseling
with cigarettes. For those phone-based
who do not inhale, the nico programs or use of nicotine
tine is absorbed more slowly replacement therapies and
other medication.
through the mouth.
Smokers may also need to
Tobacco taken orally ab
sorbs nicotine the same way. make changes in their daily
This can cause sores and routine to help break the
white patches called leuko smoking habits. Some may
plakia that often lead to can find long-term support such
as Nicotine Anonymous to be
cer of the mouth.
Hookah smoking has helpful.
Residents of Georgia can
recently become popular
among college students and call the Georgia Tobacco Quit
young adults. It is marketed Line at (877) 270-STOP. In
as being a safe alternative to addition, five health districts
cigarettes because the per in Georgia have been chosen
centage of tobacco in the to be part of the Nicotine Re
product smoked is low and placement Therapy • (NRT)
• many think the water will fil pilot project, which uses
drugs to help patients ease
ter out the toxins.
However, this is untrue. off their chemical depen
Hookah smoke contains as dence. Uninsured residents
many or more of the toxins who qualify can receive eight
weeks worth of free NRT.
that cigarettes do.
All forms of tobacco have More information on this can
a large amount of nicotine be obtained from the Coastal
and are dangerous. Even if Health District website.
Students looking to quit
the health risks are smaller
for some tobacco products as can also contact the Student
opposed to others, all tobac Health Center located in the
co products contain nicotine, Annex of th e Compass Point
which can lead to increased 7000 building.

Crime blotter
Compiled by Luke Farmer
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmail.com

from the room in either case.
On Dec. 8 a student at
Compass Point reported her
On Dec. 6, two non-stu wallet missing, including $81
dents were arrested by a Uni and a debit card. The card
versity Police Department was later used at a nearby
(UPD) officer in Parking Lot Gateway Inn and UPD said
7 next to AASU's soccer field. the suspect signed his own
They were both found in pos name and left a copy of his
session of less than one gram driver's license with the front
of marijuana and one suspect desk. Two warrants were is
had a concealed weapon on sued for 19-year-old Jesse
her person in the form of a Tyrone Sanders, who is not a
spring-operated knife.
student at AASU.
A door to a computer
UPD arrested Sanders on
lab in the Fine Arts build burglary charges as well as
ing was broken and the lock theft by taking and theft by
was missing on Dec. 7, the receiving in connection with
door was repaired, but the the events on Dec. 8 after
incident occurred again in a he allegedly broke into sev
similar fashion the next day. eral apartments at Compass
However, nothing was taken Point and was seen checking

ECONOMY | FROM PAGE 1
deeper.
This can be plainly seen
in the fact that Black Friday
2008—the Friday following
Thanksgiving Day, generally
the biggest shopping day of
the year—was the weakest
it's been since 1973, when
the nation was in the grips
of another deep recession.
Despite the enormous
challenges facing the nation,
the faculty, and the student
body, Watjen remains op
timistic that America and
AASU will bounce back;
just don't expect it to hap
pen overnight.
, "I've got confidence that
we'll turn around, but we'll
have to grow a little slower
and make decisions more
carefully about what's best,"
Watjen said.
SGA President Somi
Benson-Jaja said that with
25 percent of the university
budget coming from stu

Campus Life

Jan. 12: First day of classes.
SGA meeting 12 p.m. - 1p.m. Solms 110
Faculty Senate Meeting 12 p.m. - 1p.m. UH 156
Sketch artist: Adam Pate 11 a.m. - 2p.m.

dent tuition and 75 percent
normally coming from state
taxes, the new fee was necessitated by a significant
drop in consumerism, gen
erating less tax revenue for
the schools and forcing the
tax portion of the budget to
be cut by 10 percent.
Benson-Jaja emphasized
that the decision to add the
new fee rests with the Board
of R egents.
"Basically, the new fee
will be $50 for Georgia com
munity colleges, $75 for uni
versities such as Armstrong,
and $100 for research uni
versities like Georgia Tech,
Georgia South, etc. I just
want people to realize that
Armstrong did not make
this decision; it was made
by the Board of Regents."
Benson-Jaja added that
students should feel free to
complain to the Board of
Regents about the new fee.
"We've filed a resolution
1

door handles for unlocked
flats. Students reported the
thefts and the suspicious ac
tivity and an officer arrested
Sanders outside the Compass
Point club house in front
of several of the witnesses.
Sanders remains in Chatham
County jail on probation vio
lations issued from Thunder
bolt and charges of forgery in
the second degree.
Fine Arts Room 143 was
broken into sometime be
tween Dec. 19 at 5:30 p.m.
and Dec. 22 at 7 a.m. there
were construction tools and
equipment present at the
time, but none was reported
missing.

to the Board of Regents to
tell them.that we are unhap
py with how this was done,
because students will have
to pull this money out of
thin air now." Benson-Jaja
also spoke of the surprise of
the new fee, in light of the
Board of Regents tuition
policy for freshmen enter
ing in 2006.
"Basically, the way it was
supposed to work is that if
you entered college in 2006,
you would not see your tu
ition increase beyond its
normal rate for four years.
Since this is being called a
'fee,' then it isn't techni
cally part of tuition. All the
money will go to the school,
but I don't think students
will like it, because they'll
have no idea what it's for,
since it's being classified as
a 'multi-purpose fee.'"

Voices on Campus
A new year, a new outlook
Reported by Luke Farmer
News Editor
nevys .inkwell@gmail.com
A new year and a new semester have rolled in. and students were asked, "Does the
new year mean anything different for you?"

"New Year to me is a good day
to watch football, be around
friends, celebrate it the night
before, but I think it's cheesy
that people make these big
grand N ew Year's resolutions
that they're probably not
going to keep anyway. I
believe that if anybody wants
to do something to better
themselves, they should do it
at anytime of the year. They
shouldn't need a special day to
make them want to."

"Not really, because usually
when people make New Year's
resolutions they tend not keep
them; so 1 try not to make
promises to myself that I might
end up breaking later. So I think
it's better just to ... life just goes
on.
-Lisa Hartage, senior,
history

"I think it's a nice excuse to have
a party, and I'll take any excuse
at that point. I think it's actually
sort of pointless. The whole
New Year thing, the only thing it
does is track time."
-Karl McCord, graduate student,
history

political science

"It's the new year, and that's
about it. It's just another year."
-Sam Guthrie, junior,
information technology

"In a way it's just another day, but
"It depends on what's going
it's also a sign that you still have
on. I'm selling a house, so I'm
your life to live; you still have more
focusing on saving money;
days ahead of you." unfortunately I'm spending more
-Ashlee Carter, senior,
than I'm saving."
psychology
-Michelle Herrmann, junior,
special education

Six by Six
Students resolutely resolve
The New Year always ushers in a host of changes, from new laws going into effect
to Oscar season. Many people follow this trend and decide to make major (or minor)
changes in their own lives. Students were asked, "What is your New Year's resolution?"
Here are their answers in six words.
"Get a really ripped six-

"Getting my screenplay pub-

pack abs."

"Don't have a New Year's
resolution."

- Buck Gray, sophomore,
pre-nursing

Felicity Boughner, sophomore,
dental hygiene

- Brian Anthony Thornton,
sophomore, English

"Is not to make a resolution."

"To get out of Armstrong

t

- Laura Scaggs, senior,
psychology

lished this year."

"Get through this year and

alive."

- Jennifer Guerin, senior,
psychology

pass."

-Victor Rodriguez, sophomore,
engineering

We encourage readers to e-mail us with their six-word suggestions for this week's topic:

What would you rather have done with your $75?
E-mail submissions to campuslife.inkwell@gmail.com. Be sure to include your name, year in school and major.
Please limit yourself-to one submission per topic.

Interested in being a news reporter?
Visit The Inkwell office in room 202 in the MCC and speak with News
Editor Luke Farmer to find out how to get published in the Inkwell as a
news reporter.
For more information: e-mail Luke at
news.inkwell@gmail.com
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The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must
be less than 350 words, and they must be signed. E-mail your submission to
inkwell@armstrong.edu.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily
reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

THE INKWELL
11935 Abercorn Street I Sav annah, Georgia 31419-1997
www.theinkwellonline.com

(912)344-3252

KRISTEN ALONSO

The Inkwell jumps headfirst
into spring semester
Your student newspa
per has gone through a few
changes over the break. Our
editor-in-chief, Brian Ander
son, has decided to trans
fer to a different university
to pursue a career in health
care. The editorial board hit
the ground running in order
to execute a smooth transi
tion without a formal leader
and update our operations to
better serve our readers and
staff.
Our excellent business
manager, Tim Hatfield, grad
uated and moved on with his
career, and our layout editor,
Chris Gibson, decided to fo
cus on getting the most out
of his senior year at school.
These are two people who
have had a great impact on
the quality of our newspa
per, and they will be sorely
missed.
But The Inkwell is moving
forward. We hope to hire a

new business manager who
can ensure our hard-working
writers receive the pay they
have earned and help us stay
in the confines of our bud
get, and we're looking for
that creative, art-centered
student who will bring inno
vation and freshness to our
readers every week.
Our reporters have cov
ered stories that the edito
rial staff thinks are relevant
to Armstrong Atlantic State
University (AASU) students,
such as delays with financial
aid, crime on campus and
cash alternatives with the Pi
rate Card, and with the reces
sion forcing budget cuts and
a new university president
to interview, there are many
more articles around the
bend. But we want to hear
from our readers, as well.
Are there issues on cam
pus that you believe need
more investigation? Per

haps you know of someone
at AASU who deserves a
spotlight. Send an e-mail to
myidea.inkwell@gmail.com
to let us know what you think
we should cover.
The newspaper has had
some reliable reporters dur
ing the fall semester and we
count on them to continue
their good work, but since
writers, photographers and
illustrators make The Ink
well possible, we always need
more.
We've scheduled monthly
meetings for the spring se
mester to ensure our staff
gets the guidance and sup
port they need, and it will
also be an opportunity to rec
ognize those who have gone
above and beyond the call
of duty with their coverage.
Working for the publication
is an excellent way to devel
op a hobby or hone skills and
broaden your view of what

the university has to offer.
Our advertising manager
makes the dream a real
ity, though, and The Inkwell
needs room to grow. A posi
tion on the ad team has the
potential to be one of the
highest-paid student jobs on
campus—advertising repre
sentatives earn 10 percent
commission on all ads sold,
and there is no limit on ads
in each issue. Motivated,
friendly students with people
skills can make a real differ
ence in the achievements of
the newspaper.
The
Inkwell
predicts
spring 2009 could be the
best semester yet, and we've
implemented the changes
to make that possible. We
invite more students to join
our team during this exciting
time and think our readers
will notice the difference in
their student newspaper.

Acting Editor-in-Chief
inkwell@armstrong.edu

LUKE FARMER
News Editor
news.inkwell@gmaii.com

YVETTE WHEELER
Arts and Entertainment Editor
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

TIFFANY THORNTON
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

CHRIS GIBSON
Layout Editor
inkweil.chrisgibson@gmail.com

DANIEL CALLAWAY
Copy Editor
copy.inkwell@gmail.com

VICKIE FAULKNER
Advertising Manager
inkweiiadvertising@gmail.com

KEVYN ARNOTT
Web Editor
web.inkwell@gmail.com
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tonyraymorris@gmail.com
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The Statesboro Herald

The entertainment industry is ready to abuse some ideas that were once good
By Kevyn Arnott
Web Editor
web.inkwell@gmail.com

On New Year's Eve, Dick
Clark did what he has done
since 1972: count the last 20
seconds of each year as mil
lions of Americans gaze and
dream about whatthey should
have done, and what they will
do. Popping corks can then be
heard across the time zone.
And every year, Clark
dawns the new day with
a kiss from his wife.
He is both the first and
the last person millions of
Americans see each year, but
now it is time to move on.
Clark looked as though
strings were animating him
this time around, and his
speech was nothing like the
Dick Clark of the past. Unfor
tunately, this is all largely due
to the stroke hesuffered in De
cember 2004, and Clark was
unable to host that year's eve.
He would not be gone for
long. He returned in 2005
with a new co-host, Ryan
Seacrest, who toqk over
most of the hosting duties
while Clark retained the
honor of counting down,

but it is not the same.
This year Clark struggled
throughhisprepared dialogue
and then clearly miscounted
down, but through the magic
of editing the mistake was
fixed

for later time zones.

Each year it grows harder
to watch Clark. Each year
he gets worse and worse,
and his role keeps diminish
ing. Now he merely says two
sentences about people lin
ing up 10 hours ago and how
noisy it is in Times Square.
Then he counts down and
smooches his wife while ABC
cashes in on his name. This is
just another example of what
the entertainment industry
does to everything belovedabuse the heck out of it.
We live in the era of se
quels, trilogies and tetralo
gies. Everything that made
money is rewritten and re
done, and then a two, a three
or a nine is slapped on it. In
2008, there were more than
ever. Some were just ridicu
lous. Even Rambo was dug
up for a fourth go-around
after a twenty-year absence.
Despite poor reviews, the
movie grossed $113 million
at the box office based on

the name and reputation.
But it does not stop in film
and television; in fact, the
music industry is quite the
chronic committer. There is
a reason why "mainstream"
has turned into an ugly term.
For example, the genre of
hip-hop/rap was non-exis
tent until the mid-'8os and
into the early '90s. Hip-hop
was driven by musicians
whose lyrics carried them.
Their lyrics were more po
etic than musical, yet this
combination of spoken-word
and beat began to grow in
the pop culture conscience.
Now hip-hop artists litter
the airwaves with their mu
sic, but hip-hop lyrics have
become repetition of indus
try words such as rims, gold,
chains, bling, crunk... What
was once music based on
troubled times is now mu
sic based on greed and envy,
but do not think it is just
rap. Whether it's pop, rock
or country, each is guilty
of turning good music into
watered-down redundancy.
Once upon a time, films
that were great remained
great. There was no "Psycho
2:1 ReallyMeanltThisTime."

There was no "Citizen Kane
2: Rosebud's Revenge." This
is a relatively new concept
of banking on superfluity.
Where are the innovators
to get us past this? Where
are the minds uttering new

ideas? They are where they
always have been: knocking
on the unanswered doors
of the studios. An untested
idea is a high-risk endeavor.
Why take that risk when you
can cash in on a pre-existing
idea no matter who is duped
into paying for it, or, for that
matter, sitting through it?
For now, 2009 looks to be
a repetitive year in the enter
tainment industry. Previous
ly-loved films, albums and
shows of the past will be re
vived with new logos and up
dated content. The echoes of
their greatness will illuminate
your electronic devices once
more for another opportunity
to cash in on the same idea.
"Transformers 2" will grace
big screens in the spring.
Lil'
Wayne's
annu
al album is on its way.
And Dick Clark will be
there to lead you into 2010.
Can't wait.

BizFact

Second time around
U.S. movie box office receipts from sequels:

Source: Variety

Graphic: Pat Cam Paul Trap

Arne Duncan: a reformer as U.S. education secretary
McClatchy-Tribune News
Service
(MCT)

MCT
President-elect Barack Obama and Chicago Public Schools CEO Arne D uncan, right, talk with students
at the Dodge Renaissance Academy Tuesday, Dec. 16, 2008, in Chicago, III. The two met with the
students after Obama introduced Duncan as his choice for education secretary.

The following editorial ap
peared in the Seattle Times
on Thursday, Dec. 18:
President-elect
Barack
Obama's choice for Educa
tion Secretary signals two
important advances in public
education: a push for contin
ued reforms and a coming
period of detente in the edu
cation wars.
Chicago schools chief Arne
Duncan is a change agent.
He has shaken up the status
quo with support for charter
schools, performance pay
and strict accountability for
struggling schools.
He has gotten results.
In just seven years, Dun
can boosted elementary test
scores in Chicago from 38
percent of students meeting
standards to 67 percent. The
dropout rate in the country's
third-largest school system
has gone down every year
under Duncan's tenure.

A laser-like focus on aca tant about shutting down
demic improvement has not failing schools and he sup
put him at odds with teach ports. paying educators for
ers and their unions. Duncan improved school perfor
has a reputation for reaching mance. Reform-minded su
out to teachers, according perintendents across the na
to Randi Weingarten, head tion would find support in
of the 1.4 million-member this nominee.
Another thing to like about
American Federation of
Duncan is his steadfastness.
Teachers.
Another thing to like about Amid angst over the No Child
Duncan is his reputation for Left Behind Act, Duncan has
compromise and for embrac remained supportive of the
ing wide-ranging reforms. law's overarching principles.
Like the incoming president, He was among urban school
Duncan is not rooted to any superintendents who this
education ideology other summer urged Congress not
than academic excellence for to back away from the law's
all. It is a nimble stance that strict accountability require
*
has allowed the 44-year-old ments.
During that same moment
Harvard graduate to sidestep
the "you're either for us or before Congress, Duncan
against us" traps often pres stressed the importance of
ent in education-reform de "challenging the status quo,
pushing the envelope and
bates.
Duncan promises to lead driving change." Public edu
the nation's public-education cation will go through some
systems, from kindergarten challenging times ahead and
to college, with the same Duncan ought not forget his
boldness and innovation he words.
has shown in Chicago.
Duncan has been unhesi-
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Calendar of Events

SPORTS

Jan. 10: Women's Basketball at Augusta State 5:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball at Augusta State 7:30 p.m.
Jan. 14: Women's Basketball vs. GCSU 5:30 p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. GCSU 7:30 p.m.
• •

Weekly Sports

Lady Pirate basketball inks two for 2009-10

Trivia Quiz
iB-i

, QUESTIONS:

i

Against which team did former Washington Red
skins quarterback Sammy Baugh once throw four
touchdown passes and record four interceptions as
a defensive player in the same game?
2.) What was Sammy Baugh's jersey number with the
Washington Redskins?
3.) In what season did former Washington Redskins
quarterback Sammy Baugh lead the NFL in pass
ing completion percentage, pass attempts, pass
completions, punting and interceptions as a defen
sive player?
4.) What college did former Washington Redskins
quarterback and Hall of Famer Sammy Baugh at
tend?
5.) During his acting career, in what screen, serial did
li
former Washington Redskins quarterback Sammy
Baugh play the role of a law-enforcement officer?
6.) Former Washington Redskins quarterback Sammy
Photos courtesy of Sports Communications
Baugh played minor league baseball for which ma
Guard/forward Ashley Slade from Kingsley, Mich.,
Brittany Reddy, a 5-foot-9-inch guard from Strongsville, Ohio, aver
II
jor league organization?
averaged 19.4 points per game during her junior year.
7.) In what year was former Washington Redskins
aged 11.6 points her junior year at Strongsville HS. S he plans to
She is in the MHSAA record book for her streak of 43
quarterback Sammy Baugh inducted into the Pro
study education at AASU.
Football Hall of Fame?
consecutive free throws from her junior to senior year.
8.) Former Washington Redskins quartetback Sammy
Baugh is one of three quarterbacks to win a college
football
national championship and an NFL title.
She
is
also
in
the
MHSAA
in
the
state
of
Ohio
and
has
and earned All-Conference
Courtesy of Sports
Name
the
other two.
Communications
record
book
for
her
streak
of
played
against
some
of
the
honors as a junior, averag
making
43
consecutive
free
ing 11.6 points per game af top players in the Midwest,
BS
ter
missing much of the year which will help her transi throws from her junior to
Armstrong Atlantic State
•6861 pUB 8861
University's (AASU) head with an injury. She set the tion to the collegiate game her senior season.
"We're
extremely
excit
'b86i
'*86i
jo
suoseus oqjSuunp sapij pviog jad ns oj SJa6b
quickly."
single-game
scoring
record
women's basketball coach
oospuBjg ubs 9liJ P8l usqj LL61 ui diqsuoidureqo jbuoijbu b oj
Slade, meanwhile, is a se ed to have Ashley become
Matt Schmidt has inked his for the Mustangs with 36
3UIBQ O.lJOjq pOj BUEJUOpj iUOSB&S 89&t Sqj Suutip A.IOJOIA {MOg
a member of the AASU
jsdns b oj sjaf qjoy Majq s^gjsi aqj puu bg6i ui diqsuoidureqo
first two recruits for the Lady points as a junior and will nior at Kingsley High School
women's basketball family,"
JBUOIJBU B OJ EUIEqB[V p9I qjBUIBJJ s t6i puB LZ61 ui sogtj qgjq
Pirates during the early sign be studying education at in Kingsley, Mich., where Schmidt said. "I truly believe
oj suiqspag uojSuiqsEM oqj paj oq :££6t ui diqsuoidureqo
she is the all-time leading
ing period. Brittany Reddy, AASU.
jbuoijbu ijEqjooj aSagoo aqj oj n3X P3t qSnug -app jjn uc puB
that Ashley's ability to shoot
"I believe that Brittany scorer in boys or girls bas the basketball from beyond
diqsuoidureqo jbuoijeu gcqjooj aSagoo b uom 'qSrreg Aiuureg
a 5-foot-9-inch guard, and
aqg '(auiBjj ajjojq) bubjuojai aop pus (BureqBfvj qjEurejq aop ('8
ketball
with
1,328
points,
set
Ashley Slade, 5-foot-9-inch has the ability to make an
the arc will be a great asset
•ssup aureg jo gcjq js .qj aqj paqoBUi osp: jbsa
guard/forward, will join immediate impact on the on Dec. 11,2008 against East to our basketball team right
jBqx 'auiBg jo gBjj gcqjoog oog aqj ojui pajonpui sbm qSrreg
Xuuubs qoBqjajjBnb suiqspag uojSuiqsBM aauuoj '£961 uj {'L
AASU for the 2009-10 sea Lady Pirate basketball pro Jordan. She is a three-time away. She comes from a very
•qBqjooj uo X[ajos sjbjj
All-Conference
and
All-Re
gram,"
Schmidt
said.
"She
good
high
school
program
son.
-uaouoo oj gBqasBq dn SuiaiS aoojaq dojsjjoqs puB assq p.iiqj
Reddy is a senior for is the ultimate competitor, a gion performer and earned that has experienced a lot of
paiB[d qStreg Auiures qoBqiajrenb suiqspag uojSuiqss^w oauuoj
'Z£6x ui ajBggjB y-3[dux squuqiiBQ smog qs S4J J0J SuiXBjg (-9
Strongsville High School hard-nosed player who un AP All-State honors as a success throughout her high
•xb6t ui paore
school
career.
She
under
in Strongsville, Ohio. She derstands how to play the sophomore, averaging 17.2
qoiqM ,/soaSuEg sBxax oqj jo §ur>i„ ui Surg uiox jo a[OJ aqj
stands
the
dedication
and
points
per
game,
and
as
a
game
and
has
a
great
basket
earned third-team All-State
paXBjd qSrreg XuraiBg qoBqjaj.iBnb suiqspag uojSuiqsBAV Jauuog ('£
honors as a sophomore, av ball IQ. She has played for junior, averaging 19.4 points work ethic that it will take
'9£6i ui uosuas ooiuas siq Suunp Bouaury-gy snsuasuoo
B SBM puB J3JJBJS B SB SU0SB9S aaiqj siq SuLIlip [MOg UOJJ03 puB
eraging 18 points per game, one of the top AAU programs per game for the Lady Stags. to become a successful col
jMog jb§us aqj uisauojoiA gBqjooj oj sSojg pauiojj aqjpaj ajg
legiate basketball player."
•diqsjBjoqas gcqasBq e uo AjisoaAiun uBijsuqg SBxax papuaj
-jb q§UBg Xuimbs qocqjojrenb supjspag uojSuiqsBM. jauuog ('b
•sS6i oj Z£6x uio.ij qgjq aqj ui paXBjd ajj -jaXuid aAisuajap
b sb (it) suopdaooajui puB (spjBX 6'Sb) oSejoab Suijimd '(££1)
suoija[dmoo sssd '(6£s) sjdmajjE sssd '(juaoiad 9'SS) aSBjuao
as of Jan. 6
-aad uoijsjduioo Suissud ui qjM aqj pa[ qSuBg Xuiuibs '£b6l ui (•£
•supjspag uojSuiqsEM aqj qjJVL ££ 'ojq Xasoaf boom qSnEg Xuiuibs ("S
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Conference
Men's Basketball
Overall
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Record
Win %
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Record
Win %
Last 10
Streak
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Lander
1.00
Won 2
3-o
7-2
0.778
3
7-2
9
Clayton State
2-0
Lost l
10
.667
.900
9-1
9-1
3
:
Augusta State
2-1
8-2
Won 1
.667
10
0.800
9-1
3
1.)

1

Current Standings

SU3MSNV

USC Aiken

3

Armstrong Atlantic State
Francis Marion

3

2-1

2

1-1

Ga. Southwestern

3

1-2

GCSU

1

North Georgia

0.900

8-1

0.889

8-1

0.500

Former vv,ishingtoa Redski«'» uu- r icrback Sammy Baogh

0.875

5-5
7-1

Lost 2

8

5-5
7-1

Won 3

0.000

9

6-3

0.667

6-3

Lost 2

1-1

0.500

8

3-5

0.375

3-5

0-3

0.000

10

3-7

0.300

3-7

earned $4,500 for his 1941 role as Tom King in the serial, "King of
theTexas Rangers.''
Quarterback Sammy Baugh y/as the Washington Redskins' Ho,
1 draft pic k in
Sammy Baugh was the first Washington Rdbskins quarterback
to pass for 400 or more yards in a single game, with 446 yards
t
One of Sammy Baugh's teammates atTCU was 1937 Heisrnan
Trophy winner Oavey O'Brien.

.667

10

.667

10

0.500

9

0.333

10

1-1

0.500

3

0-3

Columbus State

2

UNC Pembroke

3

Women's Basketball

Conference
GP

Francis Marion

0.700

Won 5
Lost 1

Won 1
Lost 1

Overall
Record

Win %

2

2-0

1.00

Armstrong Atlantic State
Clayton State

3

3-o

1.00

3

3-o

1.00

Columbus State

2

2-0

Augusta State

3

USC Aiken

7-3
9-1

Lost 1

7-3
9-1

2-1

GP

Record

Win %

9

9-0

1.000

10

9-1

1.00

12

1-2

•333

10 8-2

Last 10
9-0

Streak
Won 9

0.800

8-2

Won 2

0.900

9-1

9-3

0.750

9-1

Won 9
Won 2

10

3-7

0.300

3-7

Lost 4

Want to report for sports?
Visit The Inkwell office in room 202 in the MCC and speak with
Sports Editor Tiffany Thornton to find out how to get published in

3

2-1

0.667

13

10-3

0.769

7-3

Lander

3

2-1

0.667

10

7-3

0.700

7-3

Won 3
Won 1

GCSU

2

0-2

O.OOO

9

5-4

0.556

5-4

Lostl

Ga. Southwestern

3

0-3

O.OOO

9

5-4

0.556

5-4

UNC Pembroke

2

0-2

O.OOO

10

4-6

0.400

4-6

Lost 3
Lost 2

North Georgia

3
'

0-3

0.000

10

3-7

0.300

3-7

Lost 6

MCT

the Inkwell as a sports writer.

For more information: e-mail Tiffany at
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

Pirates dominate the boards
in 74-67 win at North Georgia
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

DAHLONEGA, Ga. The Armstrong Atlantic
State University's (AASU)
men's basketball
team
hit the glass for a 74-67
Peach Belt Conference vic
tory over host North Geor
gia on Monday evening in

Dahlonega.
The Pirates (9-1, 2-1
PBC) grabbed 50 rebounds
and
outrebounded the
Saints (6-3, 0-3 PBC) by
20 in winning their fifth
straight.
Junior Keron McKenzie
came off the bench to lead
the Pirates offensively with

15 points, including three
3-pointers. Dwight Tolbert
added 13 points and nine re
bounds, while Gabriel Rob
inson chipped in 11 points.
North Georgia was led by
Andre Morgan's 20 points
and LaBrian Lyons' 14
points.
AASU recorded a stout

20-7 edge in offensive re
bounds and forced 22 turn
overs by the Saints. The win
also exacted a little revenge,
as North Georgia was the
team that knocked the Pi
rates out of the PBC Tour
nament last season, 88-86,
handing AASU its first open
ing loss in the league tour
nament since 1993.

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Guard Keron McKenzie c ame off the bench to
lead the Pirates with 15 points.
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AASU's top 5 sports
stories from 2008
By Tiffany Thornton
Sports Editor
sports.inkweU@gmaU.com

men s and women's tennis teams captured the 2008 NCAA

Dmsion " Championships.

The NCAA D ivison II title is the first in history for the men's tennis team and joins NCAA Ch ampi
onship wins from 1995, 1996 and 2005 for the women's team.

2. AASU volleyball won the 2008 Peach Belt Conference Volleyball
Tournament championship and claimed the Pirates' first appearance in the
NCAA Division II Volleyball Elite Eight.

Week of January 8,2009

Lady Pirates defeat North Georgia
behind blistering second half, 80-61
Courtesy of Sports
Communications

DAHLONEGA, Ga. - The
Armstrong Atlantic State
University's (AASU) wom
en's basketball team downed
North Georgia by shooting
72.4 percent from the floor
after intermission, turning a
one-point halftime lead into
an 80-61 Peach Belt Confer
ence victory in Dahlonega on
Monday evening.
The Lady Pirates (8-2, 3-0
PBC) remained unbeaten
in league play in their first
game in 16 days, while keep
ing the Lady Saints (3-7, 0-3
PBC) winless in the PBC for
2008-09.
AASU led by just one, 2928, at the break, but the Lady
Pirates proceeded to hit 21of-29 shots after intermis
sion, including hitting 6-of-9
from beyond the arc, to pull
away from North Georgia
and record the 19-point win.
AASU had six players in dou
ble figures, the first time that
the Lady Pirates have accom
plished that feat since Feb.
26, 2005, in a 92-83 loss at
Columbus State.
Kelly Versluis hit 5-of-6
shots from the floor and all
four free
throw attempts
for 14 points, tying for team
high honors with Dartayvia
Thomas. Lacey Willis scored
13 points, 11 i n the second
half and moved into 10th
place all-time on the AASU
scoring chart, passing Alicia

Sr. 57)

Photo courtesy of Sports Communications
Center Kelly Versluis knocked down all four free throw attempts
and hit 5^6 s hots from the floor for 14 points in t he game,

Durham (958), Willis now the duo of Syretha Marble
' and Whitney Randolph, who
has 970 in her career.
Lindsey Holmes and Lau each collected a game-high
ren Hall scored 11 points 20 points apiece. Marble
apiece, while Ashley Duhart added 10 rebounds as well
had a fine all-around game, for a double-double, while
recording 11points and grab no other Lady Saint player
bing a team-high seven re scored more than six points
on the night.
bounds with four assists.
North Georgia was led by

This month at the Student Recreation Center
Jan. 12
Group Exercise classes begin

Personal Trainer

Less time, same benefits

Weighttifting is often done in many sets of repetitions, but most
peofMe Peed only 0 20 mi-uto Session, two or three times weekly.

Jan.20

The process:

Fatigue the muscle

Biggest Loser and Healthy Eat
ing begins
The Pirates won the NCAA Re gion volleyball title and made the first appearance in history for
AASU and the PBC at the Elite Eight.

3• Senior golfer Chris Wolfe com
peted in the 2008 Fuji Xerox USA
vs. Japan Collegiate Golf Champion
ship and finished undefeated to bring
home the title for Team USA.

4* Soccer forward Kristin Burton was
named the 2008 Peach Belt Player of the Year.
Burton led the PBC with 22 goals and 50 points
and was awarded the ESPN: The Magazine/CoSI DA Academic Ail-American honor.

0
0

Fatigue muscle to the
J1 point of not being able
to contract

Jan.21
Weight Training Seminar 5:30
p.m.

_ .

The technique: Do only one set
rsef ofT 2-15 repetitions fatigues
" and burn calories*

Jan.23
Intramural Basketball entry
deadline

How to

: c hoose

file,
light weight

Jan. 30
Intramural Bowling entry
deadline

Golfer Chris Wolfe is the first American
AASU student-athlete to represent the
U.S. in international competition in t he

named on the CoSIDA/Daktronics DII Women's Soc
cer Ail-American teams.

Senior Rindy Vidovich ranks sixth, alltime in AASU history with 924 kills.

All photos courtesy of Sports
Communications

srs may
to 00 more

f<5ps to enlarge
their muscles

Source:

Armstrong Atlantic earns 2009
WBCA 'Superlative' Award

history of the Peach Belt Conference.

5• Volleyball outside hit
ter Rindy Vidovich was awarded
the 2008 Peach Belt Conference
Volleyball Player of the Year. She
ranked fourth in the PBC in hitting
percentage at .321.

1

After 12 repetitions,
exercise becomes
difficult

Too heavy to continue past
about 15th repetition

Jan.26
Extreme Challenge begins

Forward Kristin Burton is the only PBC player to be

Fatigued muscle
ceils gradually grow
stronger (able to
oppose heavier

Courtesy of Sports
Communications.

SAVANNAH, Ga. - The
Armstrong Atlantic State
University's (AASU) women's
basketball squad was hon
ored by the Women's Bas
ketball Coaches' Association
(WBCA) on Jan. 6 with its
2009 Superlative Winners,
covering the women's bas
ketball programs in Division
I and II.
The Lady Pirates' "Think
Pink" event on Feb. 13, 2008,
vs. GCSU was named Division
II's Best WBCA Pink Zone
Event. Lady Pirate players
wore pink shoelaces for the
game against the Bobcats,
while Rose Jones performed
a song at halftime, "Shower
The World With Love," which
deals with Breast Cancer
Awareness. The AASU cheer
leaders also performed a skit

(Bentley)
based on the song as well.
Most'Entertaining
on the
Nominations for
the
Sideline:
Keriy
Phayre
WBCA Superlatives were
*
(Assumption)
submitted through an online
survey form. The top vote re Most Intense on the
Court but Laidback
ceivers for each superlative
off the Court: Jeanne
were then voted on through
Murphy (Le Moyne)
a balloting process, with the
top vote receiver for each cat Best Tradition: Bentley
egory being named the win Best WBCA Pink ZoneTM
Event: Armstrong At
ner.
lantic
Below is the complete list
Best Away Locker Room:
of Division II Superlatives:
Colorado
School
of
Mines
Most Inspirational: Karen
Haag • (College of Saint
Rose)
Most Likely to get a Tech
nical Foul: Helen Wil
liams (Merrimack)
Best Pep Band: Nebraska,
WOMEN'S B ASKETBALL
' COACHES ASSOCIATION
Kearney
Rising Star: Mike Jewitt
(Southwest Minnesota
State)
Best Coaching Combo:
Barbara Stevens/C White,

WBCA
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ARTS
&
ENTERTAINMENTS

Jan. n: The AMT department will present guest artist Bradley Moore, pianist, in recital at 3 p.m. at Messiah Lutheran Church ELCA, l Westridge Rd.
Works by Mozart, Hindemith and Schumann. General admission: $6. Call 344-2801 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays.
Jan. 12-30: The AMT department presents "Old Print, New Tricks," a guest artist printmaking art exhibition in the AASU Fine Arts Gallery. Gallery
hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. Admission is free. Call 344-2801 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays.

Upcoming DVD
releases

The year's top tech trends

Compiled by Yvette Wheeler
Arts and Entertainment Editor
arts.inkwell@gmail.com

By Troy Wolverton
San Jose Mercury News
(MCT)

It would have been hard
for even the most innova
tive product to stand out
this year in such a lousy
economy. But even had the
economy been good, the
tech industry wouldn't have
earned many headlines.
In short, there was
nothing
comparable
to
the debut of the iPhone
or even Windows Vista.
That said, 2008 wasn't ex
actly boring. Although many
developments were more in
cremental than world-shat
tering, they may yet change
how we interact with tech
nology in important ways.
Here are some highlights:

Cameras learn new tricks
The only things digi
tal camera manufacturers
seemed to focus on in re
cent years were how many
megapixels they could cram
into their sensors or what
bright new colors they could
dream up for camera cases.
But this year, camera
makers came out with sev
eral bona fide innovations.
Casio introduced several
of them with its Exilim EXFi, the company's first SLR
camera; It built in a superfast sensor, which allows it
to take slow-motion video
and better capture action
shots than other cameras.
It also designed the cam
era to begin taking images as
soon as the user depresses the
shutter button halfway. This
allows the user to capture the
perfect "moment" even if late
in fully pressing the button.
Digital
photography
leaders Nikon and Canon
introduced the other cam
era innovation this year:
an
interchangeable-lens
camera that takes videos.
Most digital cameras have
long been able to take videos,
of course. But adding the
feature to professional and
semiprofessional cameras is
a big advance, because such

"Appaloosa" (Rated R, action,
western)
Western drama based on the 2005
novel by Robert B. Parker.
*Ed Harris
*Viggo Mortensen
*Jeremy Irons

. Top: Apple's iPhone has gained lots of momentum due to its App store launched back in J une 2007 (Apple). Left: Casio introduced its
first digital SLR camera on the consumer market. One of its topfeatures is the ability to record ultra-slow-motion with its fast sensor
(Casio). Right: The Nintendo Wii i s now the United States' top-selling console with a large percentage of its audience being females

"Brideshead Revisited" (Rated
PG-13, drama)
In 1920s Oxford, Charles Ryder
befriends the wealthy Sebastian
Flyte and falls in love with Sebas
tian's sister.
*Ben Whishaw
' *Matthew Goode

(Nintendo).

cameras generally take the
highest-quality pictures and,
with their multiple lenses, can
capture a wide range of shots.

Girls carve out a niche in
gaming
The stereotypical gamer
has been a twentysomething
male into guy things like
sports or blowing stuff up.
This year it became clear
that the stereotype just
doesn't square with real
ity.

Increasingly

girls

—

and women - are gaming.
Nintendo's Wii became
the top-selling . console in
the United States this year
in large part by appealing to
women. More than half of ac
tive Wii users are female, ac
cording to Parks Associates.
The trend goes beyond
the Wii. One of the fastestgrowing segments in recent
years has been so-called
"casual" games, the card
and puzzle games that cah
be played quickly and easily
on a computer. The market
for casual titles has grown
to more than $2 billion,
and women comprise three-

quarters of the consumers
who purchase the games.

Streaming into the living
room
The digital living room,
which is supposed to bring
all the video and music avail
able on the Internet to con
sumers' entertainment cen
ters, has never lived up to its
hype. But hope for the cat
egory was renewed this year.
Some of it came from
Netflix,

which teamed up

with device manufacturers
to bring its streaming video
service into the living room.
By the end of the year, you
could get the streaming
service on everything from
the Xbox 360 to the lat
est TiVo DVRs to a $99 box
from a startup called Roku.
The Netflix service, which
offers about 12,000 differ
ent videos, has some big
advantages over compet
ing movie rental or down
load offerings: Consumers
don't have to pay a la carte
for each video and they can
watch them almost instantly.
Meanwhile, Sling Media,

the folks behind the Slingbox,
came out with a device called
the SlingCatcher, to increase
the digital content consumers
can watch on their TVs. The
SlingCatcher allows users to
project anything on their PCs
onto their big-screen TVs.
TV shows, Web pages,
stock quotes and photo galler
ies all can be viewed on TVsas long as there's a PC nearby.

instance, launched its
own marketplace to col
lect
applications
for
new Android phones.

Everyone joins a social
network

This was the year social
networking grew beyond
tech geeks and teenagers.
Most emblematic of
the change was Face, Smart-phones smarter, more book, whose active mem
bers swelled from less
appealing
than 60 million at the
Before Apple's App store, end of last year to more
finding and installing phone than 140 million by the
applications was difficult, end of 2008, propelling
involving a search of mul it to become the largest
site.
tiple web sites or navigat social-networking
But perhaps more im
ing through phone menus.
But with the App store portant was social net
success
in
it launched in June, Apple working's
made it simple to install new the political sphere. Baprograms. The result is that rack Obama used his
consumers have download My.BarackObama.com
ed millions of applications site to attract and orga
and the iPhone has quickly nize thousands of vol
evolved from a phone that's unteers and first-time
contributors,
able to do some data func campaign
tions and access the Web a big part of his success
to almost a miniature PC. ful run for president.
Others
are
following
Apple's lead. Google, for

"Swing Vote" (Rated PG-13, Com
edy)
Buffoon Bud Johnson has a smart
12-year-old daughter whose troublecausing ways make the presidential
election come down to his one vote.
*Kevin Costner
*Madeline Carroll

"Without a Paddle: Nature's Call
ing" (Rated PG-13, Comedy, Adven
ture)
Best friends Zach and Ben go
looking for Ben's crush, Heather,
who has gone missing.
*Madison Riley
*Kristopher Turner
*01iver James
For a complete list of upcoming
DVDs, visit us online at
theinkwellonline.com.

/Howie lc\icu^ 'Doubt'
Streep and Hoffman power screen adaptation of provocative play
By Roger Moore
The Orlando Sentinel ,
(MCT)

worldview is certitude. Meryl
Streep plays this martinet as
if she's Sister Zero Tolerance.
The thunderclap moments Misbehaving kids earn a head
are a tad muffled in John slap, fellow nuns a withering
Patrick Shanley's film adap look should they dare speak
tation of his play, "Doubt." before she does at their aus
But thanks to anearly perfect, tere and silent evening meal,
cast, this provocative glimpse and a too-friendly priest? In
into the Catholic priest child sinuations.
molestation scandal man
Sister James (Amy Ad
ages to be deeply disturbing ams) is the impressionable
on several levels.
young teacher, frightened by
Philip Seymour Hoffman Sister Aloysius, a little out of
is Father Flynn, the "mod her depth in the classroom.
ern" priest at St. Nicholas But under the older nun's
Church and School in the tutelage, she can learn to be
Bronx, which, in 1964, has hard. And under Aloysius'
just admitted its first black influence, Sister James be
student. Father Flynn gives gins to have suspicions about
entertaining and thoughtful Father Flynn's interest in the
sermons oh "isolation" and new black student in school.
"doubt."
What follows is a cat"Doubt can be a bond as and-mouse game between
powerful and sustaining as the cunning old nun and
certainty," he preaches. That the free-spirit priest, a war
earns a raised eyebrow and for the mortal soul of the
raised suspicions from Sis younger nun and the future
ter Aloysius, the hard case of this church and school.
who rules over the school. To Sister Aloysius, it's-about
Sister Aloysius doesn't have standards, morality and tra
room for doubt. Her whole dition. "Every easy choice

today will have its conse
quences tomorrow, mark my
words," she fumes and she
sets about bringing down
the priest for something that
has, in more recent years, be
come the shame of the Cath
olic Church. But did anything
happen?
The play's title was "Doubt:
A Parable," and that's where
the film steps onto shaky
ground. Unlike the play, built
on offstage events and hear
say, the film's literalism re
moves some of that "doubt"
about guilt or innocence.
The. cast is splendid.
Streep, her eyes red-rimmed
with anger at the world she
is forced to watch go to heck
in a handbasket, plays the
school principal as world
wise, cagey, but occasionally
overmatched. The early con
frontation-accusation scene
with Father Flynn shows just
how right the casting of Hoff
man was. The Oscar-winner
holds his own opposite the
great Streep, tipping from
easy charm to fury in a flash.

Check online for a preview of "Old print,
New Tricks," a guest artist printmaking
art exhibition that will be held in AASU
Fine Arts Gallery.
theinkwellonline.com

© 2008 Miramax Films
Oscar-winner Meryl S treep plays the Catholic fundamentalist Sister Aloysius with fiery aplomb in
"Doubt." The film is an adaptation of an off-Broadway play by John Patrick Shanley.

Adams suffers from be
ing a bit on-the-nose playing
Sister James' naive side. Her
moments of steely resolve
and anger don't seem to rise
organically from the script.
They're just abrupt plot con
trivances.
But "Doubt" gives us plen
ty to chew on as it seeks to

touch on the many possible
explanations for priest-altqr
boy scandals, painting in gray
tones an issue we've been
willing to see as simple black
and white, finding "doubt"
in something the world has
been certain it understands
and condemns.

4 stars (out of 5)

Directed by: John Patrick Shank
Starring: Meryl Streep, Phil

Seymour Hoffijian, Amy Adan
Rated: PG-13 forforthemal
materi
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Networks hope to recapture
Fashion Focus
viewers with such favorites
Which little black dress
as 'Idol,''24' and 'Lost'
is best for you?
By Hal Boedeker
The Orlando Sentinel
(MCT)

This midseason is mainly
about the returns.
Will "American Idol", re
tain its ratings power? Has
America missed Jack Bauer
(Kiefer Sutherland) . after
"24" didn't air last year? Can
Lost electrify fans all over
again?
So far, the TV season has
been a disappointment for
most broadcast networks.
Only CBS, bolstered by "The
Mentalist" and a string of
sturdy crime dramas, has
maintained its viewership
from a year ago. ABC, Fox
and NBC are each down 9
percent in total viewers.
Fox has the best chance
to rebound when "American
Idol," last season's most pop
ular series, returns Jan. 13.
The show has added a fourth
judge (Kara DioGuardi) and
slightly revamped its process
with a wild-card show.
"We are tweaking around,
trying to make it a bit more
interesting," executive pro
ducer Ken Warwick says. "I
expect that the figures (rat
ings) will probably drop a bit.
But I'm not ashamed of that
because I've got eight years of
success behind me, so there's
not been any panic decisions
made over that."
Judge Simon Cowell ap
plauds the wild-card change.
"I wasn't crazy about the pro
cess we went through the last
couple of years where were
given a small group of con
testants who you actually got
bored with once you hit about

show five of the live shows,"
Cowell s ays. "This way, this
is a bit more jeopardy and
hopefully a bit more fun in
the middle stages."
Fox kept "24" off the air
last year after the writers
strike interrupted produc
tion. The thriller returns with'
four hours on Jan. 11 and 12.
A t wo-hour movie, "24: Re
demption," scored respect
able ratings in November
and set up the new season.
The United States has a fe
male president, and Bauer is
answering a senator's ques
tions about torture when
the FBI turns to him. Bauer
learns that Tony Almeida
(Carlos Bernard) is miracu
lously alive and apparently
involved with the bad guys.
"We stripped out CTU for
the season, gave Jack less to
work with and thrust him
out in the world," executive
producer Manny Coto says.
"He's working with the FBI,
but he's not an FBI agent."
Will viewers cotton to the
changes? A different chal
lenge faces ABC's "Lost": Can
it maintain its mesmerizing
style after last year's season
stunning finale? The drama
returns Jan. 21.
Each struggling broad
cast network has a reason
to hope. "American Idol"
has yet to fail Fox. NBC ai rs
the Super Bowl, usually the
most-watched program, on
Feb. 1. "Dancing with the
Stars," ABC's most popular
series, returns March 9.
In coming weeks, broad
casters will go heavy on re
ality. Yet s ome new dramas
offer impressive actors. Tim

Roth plays a deception ex
pert in Fox's "Lie to Me," ar
riving Jan. 21. Ian McShane
of "Deadwood" headlines
NBC's "Kings," debuting in
March. Nathan Fillion por
trays a mystery novelist in
ABC's "Castle," coming in
March.
The actors are the main
attractions on cable. TNT's
"Trust Me" brings together
Eric McCormack ("Will &
Grace") and Tom Cavanagh
("Ed") in< an acid look at the
advertising world; it starts
Jan. 26. Toni Collette dis
plays multiple personalities
as the heroine of Showtime's
"United States of Tara," start
ing Jan. 18.
Grammy-winner Jill Scott
has the lead role in HBO's
"No. l Ladies' Detective
Agency," based on Alexander
McCall Smith's novels and
starting in March. The pilot
is the final work from direc
tor Anthony Minghella, who
died last year.
FX's "Damages" returns
Wednesday with Glenn Close
in her Emmy-winning role as
high-powered attorney Patty
Hewes. The series has added
Timothy Olyphant of "Deadwood" and Oscar-winners
William Hurt and Marcia
Gay Harden.
Close says theshow islucky
to have all that talent. "When
you have somebody with the
brains and the experience of
a Marcia Gay or a Bill Hurt...
it just frees everybody up to
do their absolute best work,
because there's not one weak
link anywhere. It just makes
everybody better."

sleeves. Women whose waist
and hips are larger than their
shoulders and bust are "pear
shaped" or "A-shaped."
Stay away from the empire
waist if y ou have this shape
because it can make your hips
and waist look larger than
they are. Your best bet would
be to find something that
places attention on the top
half of y our body, like Touch
ing on the bust or bodice.
Women with an hourglass
figure - a larger bust and hips
and a smaller waist - are "Xshaped." Plunging necklines
and semi-fitted fabrics are the
way to go for this shape and
bring attention to the manycurves.
There are also the "athletic
shape" and the "boy shaped"
figure to consider, both of

By Brittany Doctor
Staff Reporter

.which have elongated limbs
and waists and lack some of
the curves of the other body
types. For these, vertical
stitching, halter neck lines,
shorter hemlines and a more
fitted material can add shape
and definition to the wearer's
silhouette.
The web site myshape.com
goes into more detail and has
a larger variety of shape combinations and solutions for
them.
It's a classic, even in mod
ern cuts, patterns and tex
tures. It's also oneof the hard
est pieces of your wardrobe to
find, even though it's sold vir
tually everywhere. Steal the
show at your next event with
something timeless: the little
black dress.

One of the hardest deci
sions to make after the holtdays is how to make use of
all those gift cards. If you're
lucky, you'll have enough to
get t he hot little number in
the window that you'vebeen
eyeing. The perfect choice is
the little black dress.
You may have heard that
the little black dress is one
of the most versatile items
to have in your closet. It's
true, the black dress can
be dressed up or down and
goes from casual to formal
with little effort.
The color black signifies
elegance and power, and it
can also have aslimming ef
fect. A black dress can travel
from the office to a party or .
a date. It c an even work at
weddings and funerals if
the style is appropriate for
most public occasions.
Style of dress is the most
important factor in finding
the perfect dress for you. To
look appealing and remain
tasteful, your dress should
be able to show off your
personal style and highlight
your best assets.
Using the guide "HOAX"
can help you find the right
style to complement your
body.
Women whose shoulders
are at the same level as their
bust, waist and hips are "Hshaped." Empire waists and
the babydoll style add shape
and extra curvature to this
body type and can hide a
wider waist.
Women with round fig
ures have the "apple" shape
or are "O-shaped." With
this shape, be sure to draw
attention away from the
waistline with empire neck
lines and play up stunning
arms and legswith an A-line A st aple of the female wardrobe, the little black dress has
shaped dress and shorter survived for decades.

MCT

Crossword

^ ft

left" Simon Cowell, Randy Jackson, Ryan Seacrest and Paula Abdul return for another
ion of "American Idol."

Weekly Recipe

Prep time: 5 mins
Cook time: 15 mins

T Vegetarian Burritos

I

1 can vegetarian retried
beans
lean black beans,
rinsed and drained

By Kristen Alonso
Acting Editor-in-Chief
kainkwell@gmail.com

Ingredients
6 large flour tortillas
1 cup onion, diced
1 small can black olives

4 oz. shredded cheese,
cheddar or Mexican
blend

Procedure
, , , thp nvo cans of beans and cook over medium heat until warm. Stir in
1. In a saucepan, blend the
ui
diced onion.
»Arnii& with a wet paper towel for better folding, and then spoon three
| 2' fbf-spoonsoftobean mixture just below the center of the tortilla.
I

1

.
I

3. Top with cheese andotaws®-

.

teJv covei;ing

m

the burrito contents, then fold in the left

and right sides
a baking sheet and bake at 350 degrees for 10 minutes.
5. For
For aa crunchierburnto.pi
. .. sour
—.cream
and salsa
if desired.^
desired.
Makes 6 servings J
TIP: Serve with
cream and
sate if
______

1
2
3
4
5
6

1

2

5

3

•
•
1

24
29
34

'36

35

40

•

43

1

46

61

25

.37

I31
38

41

52

66

•

63

rI"

69

'•

_•
1
•
1il
•

53

27

28

56

57

32
39

45

49

54

64

© 2009 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All r ights reserved.

7 Be worthy of
8 Feline wail
9 Greeted with
respect
10 Wed on the sly
11 Old card game
12 Printer's spaces
13 Bishop's
territory
21 Song syllable
23 Having been
canonized
26 Granter of
wishes
27 Shiraz resident
28 Spelunker
30 Treat with
contempt
33 Breezy
exchanges
DOWN
34 Hammerin'
Groundwork
Hank
you the
35 Somber
clever one!
37 Knives for
Old hat
stabbing
Regarded highly
38 High shot
Amer. ship
42 Mathematical
designation
propositions
Gunfire

26

16

48

47

62

13

23

22

44

58

12

19

51

50

11

1

18

20

10

9

•

1
m,

17

60

7

15

14

33

6

CM
-xt

ACROSS
Military post
Mil. branch
Monica of tennis
and crafts
George Beverly
or John
16 Without help
17 Ticket datum
18 Do a postal job
19 Slack
20 Small harbor
22 Keeps busy
24 Take the wheel
25 Part of SALT
29 Bonkers
31 Michelle of the
golf
32 Period
33 Animal holder
36 Lanai, e.g.
39 Part of USNA
40 Tough to crack
41 Thickset
42 Pitchfork part
43 Coach
Parseghian
44 Good to
consume
45 Will beneficiary
46 Mazel
I
47 Mineo or Maglie
48 HST's
successor
•50 S uperlatively
surreptitious
54 "Guys and
58 Cold season
59 Attribute
60 Dairy product
63 Neat and tidy
65 Grudging praise
66 Sound
component
67 Eye covetously
68 "You've Got "
69 Outdoes
70 Auction off
71 One team

1
5
9
14
15

55

65
68

i I"

1/10/09

Solutions

44
49
51
52
53
55

Inuit people
Taboo spray
Look forward to
Twilled cloth
Vocal quaver
Island near
Maui

56 Furiously
angry
57 Panache
60 Taxi
61 Paris street
62 Magazine VIPs
64 Singer Torme
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Armstrong Atlantic State University Department of Art, Music & Theatre
Savannah's Cultural Center on the Southside
%£

few*

Terrence McNally and David Yazbek's

-

Tor Students, Faculty, and Staff
Every Tuesday 5PM-8PM

Oglethorpe Mall Food Court
Buy an e ntrie, get an e ntrie FREE!
Eatwi mchk

Quek-fiUH Qucfen Safatdk, t Niffrb, ad 3 S trip

Armstrong Atlantic State University

Live Music Series
February 19-22 & 26-28, 2009 at 7:30p.m*
Jenkins Hall Theater

AVSU.

*(3 p.m. only February 22)

Advance tickets available at the Fine Arts Lobby Box Office
11 a.m. - 3 p.m. weekdays, or by phone 344.2801
Online at: www.finearts.armstrong.edu/tickets.html
General Admission: $15; discounts available
Audience discretion is advised

Funded by Armstrong Atlantic State University's Student Government Association
Connect Savannah is the media sponsor for the Masquers
ORWiBCt

Editor

-i.<hief
position is available

Student Activities is now
accepting applications for
editor-in-chief.
Applications are in the MCC building
outside of the Inkwell office
Room 202
To apply online, go to www.sa.armstrong.edu/activities
Then dick on leadership application"

hWSU.

You must be a student during Spring of 2009

Tickets available
• In person at the AASU Fine Arts Box Office, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.,

For more information:

weekdays (cash, check, Visa, and MasterCard accepted)
• By phone during box office hours, 344.2801
* Online at www.finearts.armstrong.edu/tickets.html

AASU Department of Art, Music & Theatre
Savannah's Cultural Center on the Southside
funded in part by the AASU Student Government Association

Office of Student Activities
MCC Room 201
Phone:(912)344-2504
Fax: (912) 344-3475

Deadline is 5 p.m. Friday, Jan 16

tony@tonymorris.org

THE INKWELL is looking for a

Business Manager

Layout Editor for
The Inkwell /

t>0 tjoM kAVftr a &4rortg Jta&igh l?A&k<yroMsUf Tta
Uk*«JI ii» looking for a h+iJUnf who c*a/\ w<wk
eJo&titj voi+k

ArU Aivcr+ihing
4o Uijo*4-

topjj.

background and excellent communication skills. E-mail kainkwell@gmail.com for more information or
pick up an application in front of room 202 in Memorial College Center. Submission deadline is 5 p.m. Jan. 15.

Jmka, c^mpoiliAg

WtXbign s+rongly

rnoommivUtuk b*4- nof rtupirtA.
inkv4«JI®Arms4yong.«JU

Interested in accounting or business management as a career? Would you like real-world experience
before graduation? The Inkwell is looking for an organized, responsible student with a strong accounting

for mor«/ informA-fion or

pick up An ApplicA+bn in fronf of room 2.02. "u\
/A«mor»Al Coll«^«/ CaMw.

"tXAilint/ k 5 p.m. vJaa. C5

1
t

The Leukemia &
Lymphoma Society

Training's
EA M tough...

But chemo's a whole lot tougher.
Train to run or walk a full or half mara
thon or complete a triathlon/Help find a
cure for blood cancers while accomplish
ing your goals! Teams forming NOW!
www,teamlntralnlng.org/ga

912-898-0663

Saving lives, one mile at a time.

Classifieds
For Rent
Female wanted to share 4-bedroom
house on Southside - $450/mo Utilities Free - Room, private bath,
wireless internet, cable,
unlimited long distance. We are a
couple of retired international
teachers. We speak Russian, French,
Arabic and some Spanish and
Portuguese. Call Amina or Les at
925-4393 (home) or 604-1769 (cell),

